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Abstract 
 

The large number of heterogeneous data are rapidly increasing in the internet and most data consist of audio, video, text and images. The 

searching of the required data from the large database is difficult and time taking process. The single media retrieval is used to get the 

needed data from the large dataset and it has the drawback, it can only retrieve the single media only. If the query is given as the text and 

acquired result are present in text. The users demand the cross-media retrieval for their queries and it is very consistent in providing the 

result. This helps the users to get more information regarding to their queries. Finding the similarities between the heterogeneous data is 

very complex. Many research is done on the cross-media retrieval with different methods and provide the different result. The aim is to 

analysis the different cross-media retrieval with the joint graph regularization (JGR) to understand the various technique. The most of 

researches are using the parameter of MAP, precision and recall for their research. 
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1. Introduction 

The major part of the big data consists of heterogeneous multimedia 

content such as text, image, audio, video, these are all increasing 

rapidly [1]. Many has been conducted in the content based media 

retrieval and the prevailing methods are single-media retrieval and 

multi-modal retrieval [2]. For former one, the user query and re-

trieved result are present in the same media and later, multi-modal 

retrieval is used like user queries are present in form of one media 

and retrieved result are presented in the different format [3]. This 

method is used for the better result of the system, such as image and 

text as a results. The existing method focus on the single media re-

trieval and ignore the relationships of the different modalities, 

which is important for better understanding of multi-media contents 

[4]. These method does not support that the query is in the image 

and the result is text, image, audio and video. The cross-media re-

trieval is required by the user for the various types of result for their 

submitted queries of single media as search [5]. Although user can 

get the various media as the result of their queries, which is more 

comprehensive than the traditional retrieval methods.  

 For example, user visited the Golden Gate Bridge, by using the 

photo of the place to search and cross-media retrieval provide user 

to get the result in the form of text, video and audio description 

about the place [6]. The user can give the query in many format like 

image or text, which is convenient. For instance, sound of unfamil-

iar bird given as query and result is get in the textual description, 

without recording of similar sound [7]. Content-based cross media 

retrieval is an interesting and yet this is a hard to provide the re-

quired results [8]. The finding the similarity between the homoge-

neous data is the difficult task and finding similarities between the 

heterogeneous is much more challenging [9]. In the cross-media re-

trieval heterogeneous metric is learned with the help of joint graph 

regularized technique, which is used to compare the different Ease 

of Use media to exploit the better structure information [10]. In this 

paper, the review has been done on a JGR researches for the better 

understanding of the method and analyses the advantages and disad-

vantageous for each individual algorithm. In Xie, et al. [39] research, 

used the self-taught learning in cross-modal, which provides the im-

proved retrieval result. The heterogeneous metric is measured across 

various media with Joint graph regularized is used in Zhai, et al. [32] 

research, which helps to learn the high level sematic metric. 

2. Literature review 

Yu-xin, et al. [11], proposed the model for the cross-media uniform 

representation and also done the cross-media correlation with un-

derstanding and deep mining. This provides the cross media de-

scription and generation of the data and the retrieval with intelligent 

engines for intelligent application. The construction of graph with 

the cross media knowledge, learning methodologies was made and 

also done the reasoning and evolution. The iTrend is not efficient 

in collecting the cross-media data and under-utilization of cross me-

dia data. 

Sun, et al. [12], used the active learning SVM algorithm with regu-

larization path, which fit each solution path of SVM for every value 

of model parameters. From this method, candidate model parame-

ters are traced from every solution path of this algorithm and the 

unlabeled samples are used to select the best model parameter. The 

experiment is tested on the real time dataset, which shows the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed system. There are some samples are not 
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considering in this process and that is also needed to take in classi-

fication for optimization of the algorithm. 

Wang, et al. [13], established the method that combines the contest 

and semantic similarities, which combines the low-level and high-

level similarities through the Markov-chain and also uses the heter-

ogeneous similarity measure between the uni-media. The list of 

query is ranked by finding the better path across the chain and con-

test similarity is measured from the internal structure of the modal-

ity and the semantic similarity is calculated from the sematic corre-

lation between the different modalities. The result shows that the 

proposed multi-mode method provides the better result while com-

pared to the previous method on image retrieval function. This 

method is works only on the media that measured in content and 

sematic similarities and it not suitable for media like video, audio 

etc. 

Arulmozhi and Abirami [14], consider the importance of the ANN 

and their general classification; the different categories for learning 

the hash were analyzed along with their advantageous and disad-

vantageous. The different bit assignment types were also learned 

and investigates the various methods to reduces quantization errors 

along with its pros and cons. The performance of Hash function has 

to be improved for the better classification. 

Qi, et al. [15], provides the method of Cross-media Similarity Met-

ric (UNCSM) that is Unified Network, which associate the cross-

media shared representation learning with distance metric. The 

deep network is built with two-pathway, pre-trained is done with 

contrastive loss and fine-turning is done by applied the double tri-

plet similarity loss to learn the shared representation for each media 

type. The result shows that the proposed system gives the high per-

formance when compared with the 8 state-of-art method with the 4 

datasets. The classification has to be made for the different types of 

media like audio, video etc. 

3. Proposed methodology 

The cross-media retrieval identifies the similarities among the dif-

ferent media to give the different result to the user. The many tech-

niques are present in the cross-media retrieval and one of the most 

important technique is JGR. The overview of the JGR is shown in 

figure 1. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: The Overview of the JGR Technique. 

 

3.1. Heterogeneous metric learning 

The two sets of heterogeneous pair wise constraints among the het-

erogeneous media objects are obtained, shown in equation (1):  

 

S = {(xi, yj)|li
x = lj

y
}  

 

D = {(xi, yj)|li
x ≠ lj

y
}                                                                    (1) 

 

Where S denoted as the set of similarity constrain and D is denoted 

as set of dissimilarity constrains. Each pairwise constraint (xi, yj) 

indicates the two heterogeneous media objects xi and yj are rele-

vant from the investigation with help of category label. The S and 

D on the dataset 𝔻 with a single matrix Z = {zij}m×n: 

 

zij = {
1, (xi,yj) ∈ S;

−1, (xi, yj) ∈ D.
                                                             (2) 

 

For any two given heterogeneous media objects xi  and yj , let 

d(xi, yj) denotes the heterogeneous distance between the objects. 

The similarities of the heterogeneous objects are not present in the 

metrics; hence it doesn’t fall in the standard frameworks of metric 

learning [16], [17], [18], [19]. To learn the similarities between the 

heterogeneous media, the method is needed to find the heterogene-

ous similarities [20], [21]. The learning is carried out for the multi-

ple linear transformation U and V of the input, which maps the same 

output, instead of the single learn transformation used in the previ-

ous methods. Let U ∈ Rdx∗x, V ∈ Rdy∗c  be the distance parameter 

matrices for X ∈ Rdx∗m and Y ∈ Rdy∗n respectively, here dx,dy are 

the dimensions of the original media types, c is the dimension of 

the mapped space, m and n are the count of media objects of the 

media X and media Y respectively [22], [23]. The heterogeneous 

distance measure technique is given as follows: 

 

d(xi, yj) = √(UTxi − VTyj)
T

(UTxi − VTyj)                               (3) 

 

The two parameter matrices Udx∗c,Vdy∗c are learn from the training 

heterogeneous multimedia dataset {Xdx∗m, Ydy∗n}. Frequently used 

notations and their respective description is given in the table 1. 
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Table 1: Notations and Description of Symbols 

Notation Description 

m, n Number of training examples of media object x,y 

p, q Number of testing examples of media object x,y  

dx Features dimension of media object x 

dy Feature dimension of media object y 

λ, ω Regularization parameters 

X dx × m data matrix of media object x 

Y dy × n data matrix of media object y 

Z m × nmatrix with heterogeneous constrains 

U 𝑑𝑦 × 𝑐 transformation matrix for media x 

𝑉 𝑑𝑦 × 𝑐 transformation matrix for media y 

𝑂 𝑐 × (𝑚 + 𝑛) data matrix for all media objects. 

3.2. Objective function 

The general regularization framework for the heterogeneous dis-

tance metrics learning is given in the equation (4) as follows: 

 
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑈, 𝑉
 𝑓(𝑈, 𝑉) + 𝜔𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) + 𝜆𝑟(𝑈, 𝑉)                                   (4) 

 

Where 𝑓(𝑈, 𝑉) is the loss function defined on the set of similarities 

and dissimilarity constrain 𝑆 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝒟, 𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) and 𝑟(𝑈, 𝑉) are regu-

larizer defined on the target parameter matrices 𝑈, 𝑉. 𝜆 > 0, 𝜔 > 0 

are the balancing parameters [24]. 

3.3. Loss function 

The loss function 𝑓(𝑈, 𝑉)  is defined as the minimizing the loss 

function results in minimizing the distance between the media ob-

jects with similarity constrains. The sum of squared distance ex-

pression for defining the loss functions in terms of its effectiveness 

and efficiency is shown below: 

 

𝑓(𝑈, 𝑉) =
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑗||𝑈𝑇𝑥𝑖 − 𝑉𝑇𝑦𝑗||2𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑚
𝑖=1                                 (5) 

 

Where 𝑧𝑖𝑗  is given in the equation (2) and to balance the influence 

of the similarity and dissimilarity, normalization is done on the el-

ement of Z in the column wise to check that the addition of each 

column value is zero. 

3.4. Scale regularization 

We define the regularization item 𝑟(𝑈, 𝑉) is given in equation (6): 

 

𝑟(𝑈, 𝑉) =
1

2
||𝑈||𝐹

2 +
1

2
||𝑉||𝐹

2                                                        (6) 

 

Where ||𝑈||𝐹
2  and ||𝑉||𝐹

2  are used to control the scale parameter 

matrices and reduce over fitting. 

3.5. Joint graph regularization 

The JGR item 𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) implemented to identifying the similarities 

from the heterogeneous data. The similarity constraints in both mo-

dalities are helpful for metric learning and attempt to make the 

learned transformation consistent with the similarity constraints in 

both modalities [25], [26]. 

For heterogeneous data with multiple representations, a joint undi-

rected graph, 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝑊) on the dataset. Each element 𝑤𝑖𝑗 of the 

similarity matrix 𝑊 = {𝑤𝑖𝑗}(𝑚+𝑛)∗(𝑚+𝑛) means the similarity be-

tween the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ media and 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ media object [27], [28], [29], 

[30]. Note that all of the heterogeneous media objects 𝑜𝑖 ∈ 𝔻, 𝑖 =
1, … … , 𝑚 + 𝑛 are incorporated into joint graph. Here, the adoption 

of the label information to construct the similarity matrix: 

 

𝑤𝑖𝑗 = {
1, 𝑙𝑖 == 𝑙𝑗 𝛬 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗;

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
                                                        (7) 

 

Where 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙𝑖
𝑥  for 0 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚  and 𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙(𝑖−𝑚)

𝑦
 for 𝑚 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 + 𝑛 

and set 𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 0  for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 + 𝑛  to avoid self-reinforcement. 

The normalized graph Laplacian 𝐿 is defined as: 

 

�̅� = 𝐼 − 𝐷
−1

2⁄ 𝑊𝐷
−1

2⁄                                                                  (8) 

 

Where 𝐼  is an (𝑚 + 𝑛) × (𝑚 + 𝑛) identity matrix and 𝐷  is an 
(𝑚 + 𝑛) × (𝑚 + 𝑛) diagonal matrix with 𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 𝛴𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑗. It should be 

noted �̅� is symmetric and positive semidefinite, with eigenvalue in 

the interval. It is defined as 

 

𝑂 = (𝑈𝑇𝑋 𝑉𝑇𝑌)  

 

�̅� = ( 𝐿𝑥̅̅ ̅ 𝐿𝑥𝑦̅̅ ̅̅̅

𝐿𝑦𝑥̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 𝐿𝑦̅̅ ̅
)                                                                           (9) 

 

Where 𝑂 represents for all of the media objects in the learned met-

ric space, �̅� denotes the normalized graph Laplacian. The formula-

tion of regularization is based on this is given in equation (10) 

 

𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) =
1

4
∑ ||

𝑜𝑖

√𝑑𝑖𝑖

𝑚+𝑛
𝑖,𝑗=1 −

𝑜𝑗

√𝑑𝑗𝑗
||2𝑤𝑖𝑗  

 

=
1

2
𝑡𝑟(𝑂�̅�𝑂𝑇)  

 

=
1

2
𝑡𝑟(𝑈𝑇𝑋𝐿𝑥̅̅ ̅𝑋𝑇𝑈) +

1

2
𝑡𝑟(𝑈𝑇𝑋�̅�𝑥𝑦𝑌𝑇𝑉)  

 

+
1

2
𝑡𝑟(𝑉𝑇𝑌�̅�𝑦𝑥𝑋𝑇𝑈) +

1

2
𝑡𝑟(𝑉𝑇𝑌�̅�𝑦𝑌𝑇𝑉)                                 (10) 

 

Where 𝑡𝑟(𝑋) is the measure of trace of a matrix 𝑋. The regulariza-

tion 𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) penalizes large changes of the mapping function 
(𝑈, 𝑉)between two nodes linked with a large weight. In other 

words, minimizing 𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) encourages the smoothness of a map-

ping label information. 

4. Comparative table 

Several latest research papers are taken for the analysis in this sec-

tion. Some of the important parameters are taken for the evaluation. 
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Author  
Methodology Em-

ployed 
Dataset Advantage Limitation Performance measure 

Peng, et 
al. [31] 

Semantic 
correlations 

Wikipedia, 

XMedia and 
NUS-WIDE 

datasets 

This has the high efficiency than the 
existing method in the three database. 

The weight value of the 
data is not used, which 

helps to improves the 

performance of the 
system. 

cross modal factor 
analysis(CFA), 

Canonical Correlation 

analysis(CCA) and Joint 
representation learning 

Zhai, et 
al. [32] 

Joint Graph 

Regularized 
Heterogeneous 

Metric Learning 
(JGRHML)  

Wikipedia and 
XMedia 

dataset 

This helps to learn the high level 
sematic metric through label 

propagation. 

The jointly modeling 

multiple modality is not 
used in this method, that 

helps in used for many 
applications. 

CCA,CFA, CCA+SMN 
and JGRHML. 

 

Xie, et 

al. [33] 

Multi-graph Cross-

modal Hashing 
(MGCMH) 

Wikipedia, 

NUS-WIDE 
dataset  

Nystrom method approximation is 

used to construct the effective graph 
and it shows the better performance 

when we compared to two 

unsupervised cross-modal hashing 
method. 

The design the effective 

graph with the increasing 
complexity in graph 

construction, whose time 

may be linear is more 
difficult. 

Composite Hashing 

with Multiple 
Information Sources 

(CHMIS), Cross-view 

Hashing (CVH), Inter-
Media Hashing (IMH). 

Wang, et 

al. [34] 

Semi-Supervised 
Semantic 

Factorization 

Hashing (S3FH) 

Wikipedia, 

NUS-WIDE 
dataset 

S3FH changes the semantic label into 

the hash codes that stores the well 
preserve semantic value. This 

experimental result shows that it has 

high efficiency than the existing 
method. 

The decomposition of the 

value causes in 

eigenvalue, while 
constrain of hash code 

orthogonally.  

MAP score of cross-

modal hash value, 
Precision and recall. 

Deng, et 

al. [35] 

Bayesian 

personalized ranking 
based heterogeneous 

metric learning 

(BPRHML) 

Wikipedia 

dataset and the 

corel5k image 
dataset 

They integrate the homogeneous and 

heterogeneous graph regularization 

into objective value and produce the 
better performance. 

This method is only done 

on the images and need to 

test on the other media 
like audio, text and video. 

MAP, Precision and 

Recall. 

Cao, et 

al. [36] 

Correlation among 

attributes. 
Shoes dataset  

This methods takes the advantageous 

of the structural sparsity of queries 

and experimental results shows that it 
shows the advance performance 

when compared it to the existing 

method of image retrieval technique 
with similar queries. 

The performance of the 

image retrieval has to be 

increased and only image 
is retrieved in this method. 

Ranking score (NDCG 

from 10 to 100 with 

increment value of 10 
level). 

Lei 

Huang 
and 

Yuxin 

Peng , 
[37] 

Semantic Entity 

Projection (SEP) 

Wikipedia 

dataset 

The proposed method uses the SEP 

technique and experimental result 

shows that the system achieves the 
better result when we compared to 

the other existing method. 

The correlation between 

the entity levels were not 

fully exploited and also 
delivers poor result for 

lower amount of data. 

MAP score. 

J. Qi , et 

al. [38] 

Deep Multimodal 
Learning Method 

(DML) 

Wikipedia, 
NUS Wide 

10k dataset. 

The experimental result shows that 
the proposed system is effectively 

when compared with other methods. 

The technique has to be 

implement to utilize the 
unlabeled data in the 

system to improve the 

efficiency. 

MAP score. 

L. Xie, et 

al. [39] 

A Cross-Modal 

Self-Taught 
Learning (CMSTL) 

Wikipedia 

articles and 
NUS-WIDE 

The hierarchical generation was used 
to obtain the multi-modal topic and it 

gives the better performance in cross-

modal retrieval. 

 

The technique has to 

extended to the image 
hashing and also on the 

other media. 

MAP, precision and 

recall. 

K.I. 
Kim, et 

al. [40] 

Link Confidence 

Measure 
Local dataset. 

This method exploits the 
intermediates match output and 

predicts potential similarities and this 

helps the maximum connectivity of 
the graph for the limited 

computational resources. 

The evaluation is not 

provided due to it is 

difficult to construct 
objective criteria. 

Hit ratio. 

X. Zhai, 
et al. 

[41] 

Semantic 
Information 

Wikipedia and 
XMedia 

dataset 

The iterative optimization algorithm 
solves the problem of corresponding 

optimization and shows the better 
result in both single-media retrieval 

and cross-media retrieval with the 

state-of-art method. 

The more kind of 

correlation among 
different media can be 

used to improve the 
performance. 

MAP score, precision 
and recall. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The more number of heterogeneous data are increasing in the inter-

net and it is increasing difficult to get the required data in the large 

datasets. The single media retrieval is used to give the same media 

result as the queries. The user requires the cross-media retrieval for 

the consistent result, which helps to give more information. The 

finding the similarities across the different media is very difficult 

and makes it hard task for cross-media retrieval. The lot of re-

searches is done on cross media retrieval and one of the important 

feature used in the cross-media retrieval is JGR method. The inves-

tigation of the methods used in the JGR technique in the cross-me-

dia retrieval on the several research is made in this paper. The many 

research is used the Wikipedia dataset to experiment their method. 

The iterative optimization algorithm is used in the Zhai, et al. [40] 

research, which helps to solve the problem of corresponding opti-

mization and in Wang, et al. [34], semi-supervised sematic factori-

zation hashing is used that turns the semantic label into hash value, 

provides the better result when it compared to the existing methods 

of similar methods. 
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